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Main changed parameters from original model

Layer Param. Orig. Val. New Val. Param Orig. Val New Val

Striatum dt.vm 0.05 0.02 dt.net 0.04 0.7

Inhibition kwta unit gi 1 9

gl 1 0.65 gi 1.2 0.1

Premotor Cort. khebb 0.01 0.1

Input→Striatum lrate 0.001 0.003 khebb 0.01 0.4

Table 1:Summary of main changed parameters from the original model (Frank, 2006). Parameters not listed are the same as those

in the original model and can be obtained from there. All changed parameters in the model striatum are simply due to the switch

from the previous abstract kWTA inhibitory function to the the use of simulated inhibitory interneurons (see text), necessitating a

change in inhibitory conductances. Further, the projections from premotor cortex to striatum were divided in two, one projects only

to Go neurons, the other projects only to NoGo neurons. NoGo projections were set to be four times stronger than Go projections

to roughly approximate empirical data

APPENDIX

The model can be obtained by emailing the first author at wiecki@tuebingen.mpg.de.

Implementation details

Like the original Frank (2006) model, this model is implemented using a reinforcement learning version

of the Leabra framework (O’Reilly 1996; O’Reilly and Munakata 2000). Leabra uses point neurons with

excitatory, inhibitory, and leak conductances contributing to an integrated membrane potential, which is then

thresholded and transformed via anx
x+1 sigmoidal function to produce a rate code output communicated to

other neurons (discrete spiking can also be used, but produces noisier results).

Because we are only interested in whether the model moves or does not (not in the selection between
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competing responses, as in previous simulations), we simplify the original model by training and analyzing

just a single response.

Parameter changes to the original model can be seen in Table 1. In addition, the current model uses a

layer of simulated inhibitory interneurons (representingfast-spiking GABAergic interneurons) to regulate

activation in the striatum, rather than the more abstract k-Winners-Take-All (kWTA) algorithm, which is de-

scribed below. The reason for this change is purely technical (although it is also more biologically plausible).

Specifically, because the abstract kWTA algorithm automatically regulates unit inhibitory conductances as

a function of total excitatory input to the striatum, it doesnot support the ability to manipulate additional

inhibitory effects of other input projections to the striatum. Thus in order to manipulate different levels of

SNc→ NoGo inhibitory projection strengths, to simulate differential D2 receptor occupation by haloperidol

while leaving D1 receptor function intact, we eliminated the kWTA implementation and instead use a pool

of 16 inhibitory interneurons to regulate striatal inhibitory conductances. (Parameters for inhibitory units

are identical to those in inhibitory interneuron simulations of O’Reilly& Munakata (2000) Chapter 3.) As

a result, D2 inhibitory effects can be additionally supported (interneurons and D2 projections contribute

independently to inhibitory conductances). We note that this implementation with inhibitory interneurons

does not critically alter any of our prior simulations of Go and NoGo learning as a function of overall DA

manipulation, but is simply more computationally expensive.

The membrane potentialVm is a function of ionic conductancesg with reversal (driving) potentialsE as

follows:

△Vm(t) = τ
∑

c

gc(t)gc(Ec − Vm(t)) (A-1)

with 3 channels (c) corresponding to: e excitatory input; l leak current; and i inhibitory input. Following

electrophysiological convention, the overall conductance is decomposed into a time-varying component
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gc(t) computed as a function of the dynamic state of the model, and aconstantgc that controls the relative

influence of the different conductances. The equilibrium potential can be written in a simplified form by

setting the excitatory driving potential (Ee) to 1 and the leak and inhibitory driving potentials (El andEi)

of 0:

V ∞
m =

gege

gege + glgl + gigi

(A-2)

which shows that the neuron is computing a balance between excitation and the opposing forces of leak

and inhibition. This equilibrium form of the equation can beunderstood in terms of a Bayesian decision

making framework (O’Reilly and Munakata 2000). To simulatethe basic effects of D1 and D2 receptor

stimulation, D1 receptors activate an excitatoryge current in striatal Go units, but with the level of DA af-

fecting the gain of the unit’s activation to simulate effects of D1 receptors on signal-to-noise (Frank 2005).

To simulate D2 receptor inhibitory effects, the level of DA acted via the D2 receptor projection to increase

inhibitory gi currents on striatal NoGo units.

The excitatory net input/conductancege(t) or ηj is computed as the proportion of open excitatory chan-

nels as a function of sending activations times the weight values:

ηj = ge(t) = 〈xiwij〉 =
1

n

∑

i

xiwij (A-3)

The inhibitory conductance can either be computed by the kWTA function described in the next section

or by modeling inhibitory interneurons. Leak is a constant.

Activation communicated to other cells (yj) is a thresholded (Θ) sigmoidal function of the membrane po-
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tential with gain parameterγ:

yj(t) =
1

(

1 + 1
γ[Vm(t)−Θ]+

) (A-4)

where[x]+ is a threshold function that returns 0 ifx < 0 andx if x > 0. To avoid dividing by 0 we

assumeyj(t) = 0 if it returns 0. This activation is subject to scaling factors (wt scale.abs and wtscale.rel)

which modify how much impact the projections have on the post-synaptic neurons.

Inhibition within and between layers

Inhibition between layers (i.e. for GABAergic projectionsbetween BG layers and striatal inhibitory

interneurons) is achieved via simple unit inhibition, where the inhibitory currentgi for the unit is determined

from the net input of the sending unit. Forwithin layer lateral inhibition (used here in premotor cortex)

, Leabra uses a kWTA (k-Winners-Take-All) function to achieve inhibitory competition among neurons

within each layer (area). The kWTA function computes a uniform level of inhibitory current for all neurons

in the layer, such that the k + 1th most excited unit within a layer is generally below its firing threshold,

while the kth is typically above threshold. Activation dynamics similar to those produced by the kWTA

function have been shown to result from simulated inhibitory interneurons that project both feedforward

and feedback inhibition (O’Reilly and Munakata 2000). Thus, although the kWTA function is somewhat

biologically implausible in its implementation (e.g., requiring global information about activation states and

using sorting mechanisms), it provides a computationally effective approximation to biologically plausible

inhibitory dynamics. kWTA is computed via a uniform level ofinhibitory current for all neurons in the layer

as follows:

gi = gΘ
k+1 + q(gΘ

k − gΘ
k+1) (A-5)
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where0 < q < 1 (0.25 default) is a parameterΘ for setting the inhibition between the upper bound ofgk

andΘ . These boundary inhibition values are the lower bound ofgk+1 computed as a function of the level

of inhibition necessary to keep a unit right at threshold:

gi = gΘ
k+1 + q(gΘ

k − gΘ
k+1) (A-6)

In the basic version of the kWTA function, which is relatively rigid about the kWTA constraint and is

therefore used for output layers,gΘ
k andgΘ

k+1 are set to the threshold inhibition value for the kth and k+1th

most excited neurons, respectively. Thus, the inhibition is placed exactly to allowk neurons to be above

threshold, and the remainder below threshold. For this version, the q parameter is almost always .25, allow-

ing the kth unit to be sufficiently above the inhibitory threshold.

The premotor cortex uses the average-based kWTA version,gΘ
k is the averagegΘ

i value for the topk most

excited neurons, andgΘ
k+1 is the average ofgΘ

i for the remainingn − k neurons. This version allows for

more flexibility in the actual number of neurons active depending on the nature of the activation distribution

in the layer and the value of theq parameter (which is typically .6), and is therefore used forhidden layers.

Catalepsy Measurement

Response times in the models are defined as the number of cycles (where one cycle is a single update of

membrane potentials and firing rates of all units in the network as a function of current synaptic inputs) until

the average activity in the two thalamic units exceeds a threshold of 0.475. Given that only one thalamic unit

is active at a time (and in this case, there is only one valid response), this threshold corresponds to a single

unit being 95% active. At this point, the bottom-up activityfrom thalamus to premotor cortex is sufficient to
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preferentially facilitate one response and suppress the other in cortex. Response times were measured over

450 cycles. If the threshold was not reached during this timethe response time was set to 450 cycles.

To quantify the measure of expected catalepsy in the model striatum, we use the following formula:

Catalepsy =
nNoGo
∑

j=1

actj −
nGo
∑

k=1

actk (A-7)

wherenNoGo andnGo represent the number of NoGo and Go neurons, respectively, and actj andactk

the rate-coded activity of thejth NoGo andkth Go neuron, respectively. During NoGo-Go measurements

the networks were only tested for 100 trials.

Each datapoint in the response time and the NoGo-Go plots is the average value of 30 networks, each

initialized with a different set of random synaptic connection weights..

Learning

Synaptic connection weights were trained using a reinforcement learning version of Leabra (Frank 2005).

The learning algorithm involves two phases, and is more biologically plausible than standard error back-

propagation. In the minus phase, the model settles into activity states based on input stimuli and its synaptic

weights, ultimately choosing a response. In the plus phase,the model resettles in the same manner, with the

only difference being a change in simulated dopamine (the so-called ’phasic’ component). Learning occurs

during this second plus phase, as described below.

The original Frank (2005 2006) model simulated dopamine responses as an increase of SNc unit firing
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from 0.5 to 1.0 for correct responses, and a decrease to zero in SNc firing forincorrect responses. Here we

simulate rewards as an increase in phasic DA from0.5 to 0.8 in the plus phase. The reason for this somewhat

arbitrary change is that we expect the reward of an offset of an aversive stimulus to be smaller than that of

e.g., a food reward. This specific value however is not crucial for the quality of our results. Nevertheless,

although the simulated task is quite different from the original models’ task, there is evidence for increased

dopamine activity following the offset of an aversive stimulus (Jackson and Moghaddam 2004).

Leabra uses a combination of error-driven and Hebbian learning. The error-driven component is the

symmetric midpoint version of the GeneRec algorithm (O’Reilly 1996), which is functionally equivalent to

the deterministic Boltzmann machine and contrastive Hebbian learning (CHL), computing a simple differ-

ence of a pre and postsynaptic activation product across thetwo phases. For Hebbian learning, Leabra uses

essentially the same learning rule used in competitive learning or mixtures-of-Gaussians which can be seen

as a variant of the Oja normalization (Oja 1982). The error-driven and Hebbian learning components are

combined additively at each connection to produce a net weight change.

The equation for the Hebbian weight change is:

∆hebbwij = x+
i y+

j − y+
j wij = y+

j (x+
i − wij) (A-8)

and for error-driven learning using CHL:

∆errwij = (x+
i y+

j ) − (x−
i y−j ) (A-9)
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which is subject to a soft-weight bounding to keep within the0-1 range:

∆sberrwij = [∆err]+(1 − wij) + [∆err]−wij (A-10)

The two terms are then combined additively with a normalizedmixing constantkhebb:

∆wij = ǫ[khebb(∆hebb) + (1 − khebb)(∆sberr)] (A-11)

We found that for our simulations to produce reasonable results, the learning of the striatum needed a

comparably high degree of Hebbian learning (khebb = 0.3) (relative to standardLeabra simulations in which

the majority of the weight change is error-driven). While the exact learning rule in the striatum is still

a topic of strong debate, there are multiple studies supporting a Hebbian-like rule (Kreitzer and Malenka

2005; Fino et al. 2005; Mahon et al. 2003). The reason that this is necessary in our simulations is that

during extinction, NoGo units should not learn if they are prevented from being active (this is what leads to

the non-extinguishable component). Hebbian learning ensures this to be the case. In contrast, if there was

a greater proportion of error-driven learning, NoGo units would be more active during response selection

(the minus phase) due to prior sensitization, and less active in the plus phase (during the phasic DA burst

associated with reward / offset of the aversive stimulus). The difference in activity between the minus and

plus phases would drive NoGo weights to further decrease during extinction, and would thus not produce as

robust of a latent non-extinguishable sensitized component. We take this result as an indication for tuning the

parameters of the original BG model, in which thekhebb parameter was set to be the default, and somewhat

arbitrary, value.
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Novelty Model

Implemented Novelty Hypothesis Model

To implement this idea we again trained the model in the haloperidol mode for 60 epochs in context A.

We additionally included simulated DA bursts in response tonovelty. Thus, because the animal is still new

to the experiment in the first days of testing, a simulated DA burst (high SNc activity) is presented together

with the novel input context; the magnitude of this burst exponentially decays over trials as the environment

becomes familiar (see Appendix for the specific form of the exponential). In epoch 60, the change to the

novel context B is simulated by another DA burst, which againdecays exponentially with experience. Recall,

that in the reward prediction error model we assumed contextB to be represented internally by a different set

of input context units. Here we explore whether a similar catalepsy reduction can be observed if we assume

the internal context cue to be the same in context A and B (which both contain overlapping environmental

stimuli). All other implementation details are exactly as described for the reward prediction error model.

Results Catalepsy Sensitization

As shown in (Fig. 5 of main text), this model also produces a similar rise in cataleptic activity (i.e.

sensitization), due to the same D2 blockade / NoGo learning mechanism. When the context changes in

epoch 60 (simulated only by a novelty-induced DA burst and nochange in input unit activity) we see a

strong decrease in cataleptic activity (again matching theresults by Klein and Schmidt (2003)). The renewed

novelty-induced DA bursts potentiated Go activity and inhibited NoGo activity, leading to reduced cataleptic

expression.

In sum, this novelty model provides a different explanationof the context-dependency observed in the

empirical studies; an explanation that does not rely on the assumption that the different external context

is also internally represented as a different context cue. This explanation also predicts that animals would
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continue to show catalepsy expression if tested in afamiliar context B, even if it had not been paired with

haloperidol before (see below for further discussion).

Results Sensitized component

As described earlier, in the original Amtage and Schmidt (2003) study, a sensitized component was

shown by placing the animal back in context A following extinction, and administering haloperidol. It was

not tested whether the same sensitized component would be revealed in a different context. We showed

above that the reward prediction error model predicts that this sensitized component is context-dependent.

Here we show that the novelty hypothesis makes the opposite prediction.

To accomplish this, we first trained the model for 60 epochs inhaloperidol model on context A with an

exponentially decaying DA burst in trial 0, to simulate novelty. Then from epochs 60 to 100 we simulated

the extinction training by switching the haloperidol modelto the intact mode. Finally, in epochs 100 to 105

we tested for the sensitized component, by switching back tohaloperidol mode.

Surprisingly, even though the test for the sensitized component was carried out in a novel context (sim-

ulated by a DA burst) we nevertheless observed an increase ofcataleptic activity (Fig. 6 of main text). The

reason for this is that NoGo units that had learned to increase their activity during sensitization were now

re-activated in response to simulated haloperidol. The novelty DA burst was not able to completely inhibit

this NoGo activity (given that D2 receptors were 90% blockedby the simulated haloperidol). Consequently,

increased catalepsy expression is observed in the novel context, well above that seen at the end of extinction.

Thus, the novelty hypothesis predicts that the sensitized,non-extinguishable component is context-

independent. This prediction contrasts with that of our reward prediction error model which predicts the

sensitized component to be context-dependent.
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Implemented Novelty DA burst

In our novelty models a dopamine burst is simulated during the onset of a novel stimulus. We thus added

the value of an exponentially decaying function to the dopamine as follows:

actSNc =



















1.0 novel

actSNc + exp(−i + 0.3) otherwise

(A-12)

where i is the number of presentations of the stimulus since it was novel. While there is no direct

evidence that the decay of DA activity in the SNc after repeated presentation of a novel stimulus is exponen-

tial, the specific form of the function is not crucial to our results and thus could have been chosen differently.

*
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